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Having bags or puffiness under the eyes, although not a serious medical condition, is common 

with age as the tissues around eyes weaken, due to fatigue and lifestyle choices. They are essentially 

formed by an excess of liquids that the circulation of the lymph in the lymphatic vessels of the eye 

contour (interstitial liquid), has failed to evacuate due to a deficiency. Unlike the arterial and venous 

network, lymph circulation results from contraction of the muscle cells of the lymphatic system. The 

inclusion of active ingredients which stimulate lymphatic circulation in cosmetics could allow a faster 

and more consistent deflation of these bags and thus improve the effectiveness of current methods, 

mainly based on the application of cold compresses and micro-massages. 

The Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) is one of the major players in endothelial and 

lymphatic muscle cell contraction regulation as it controls tone and contractility of lymphatic vessels 

and the integrity of their intercellular barriers. We have designed fluorescent probes to visualize the 

activity of this kinase. 

We have tested our probes on HeLa model cell line as well as on a more specialized HepaRG 

cell line, a unique and well-established hepatic cell system capable of producing early hepatic 

progenitor cells as well as fully mature human hepatocytes. Our probes enter the cell and is active as 

it affects cell cytoskeleton dynamics. 
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Our fluorescent probes are new tools that can be used to easily monitor the effect of cosmetic 

actives on the ROCK protein and therefore on lymphatic tone. Because of the fluorescence reading 

mode, an application in cosmetic active ingredient screening could be developed and easily 

monitored. 
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